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Quark-quark correlations and baryon electroweak observables
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The simple independent quark models have difficulties explaining simultaneously the totality of the known
hyperon magnetic moments and hyperon semileptonic decay rates. We show that both the Goldstone boson
loop contributions and two-quark effective exchange currents are essential in explaining these observables.
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Chiral symmetry, one of the basic symmetries of QC
plays an important role in hadron physics. A key point is th
chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken, resulting in
generation of Goldstone bosons, and these Goldstone bo
have a strong influence on the static properties of hadr
and low-energy interactions among hadrons. These eff
have been explored with much success in, e.g., chiral qu
models and chiral perturbation theory. The existence
Goldstone bosons leads to a natural picture of a baryon
sisting of a quark core plus a surrounding Goldstone bo
cloud, with the coupling between the core and the clo
dictated by chiral symmetry. It is to be noted that loop d
grams involving the Goldstone bosons give rise to nona
lytic corrections to the hadronic observables and that th
non-analytic contributions are determined model indep
dently from chiral symmetry. This feature has recently be
exploited by Thomas and co-workers@1# in a calculation of
the baryon magnetic moments.

Apart from the Goldstone boson loop corrections, anot
important effect is expected from QCD; viz., the effecti
spin-dependent quark-quark interaction@denoted by
Vqq(spin-spin)] arising from gluon exchange is expected
affect spin-dependent hadronic observables significantly.
J represent a current that describes the response of a ba
to an external electroweak probe;J can be an electromag
netic or weak current. In general, we expect the formJ
5( i 51

3 Ji
(1)1( i j Ji j

(2) , whereJi
(1) is the one-body current o

the i th quark, andJi j
(2) is the two-body current involving the

i th and j th quarks@2#. In the simplest impulse approxima
tion, one assumesJ5( i 51

3 Ji
(1) . Now, a point to be empha

sized here is that the existence ofVqq(spin-spin) automati-
cally engenders the corresponding two-body current, wh
we denote byĴi j

(2) . In most work in the literature, howeve

the presence ofĴi j
(2) has been overlooked@3#. The purpose of

this work is to illustrate the important roleĴi j
(2) can play in

describing baryonic electroweak responses.
As a first example that clearly shows the importance

the Ĵi j
(2) contributions, we consider what may be called t
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J-L puzzle, which is concerned with the magnetic mome
of the octet baryons,J2 and L. Experimentally,mL.
20.61360.004 nm andmJ2.20.650760.0025 nm, and
henceR[mJ2 /mL. 1.06260.005. Thus, the experiment
clearly indicateumJ2u.umLu. Now, suppose we adopt a na
ive ‘‘additive’’ quark model; namely, we assume that the re
evant current is given byJ5( i 51

3 Ji
(1) , and that the three

quarks in the baryons are independent of each other a
from trivial spin-flavor factors. It can be shown that an
additive quark model inevitably leads to

mL5ms and mJ25ms1
1

3
~ms2md!, ~1!

wherems andmd are the magnetic moments of thes andd
quarks, respectively. Then, to explain the experimental f
umJ2u.umLu, we must requireumdu,umsu; recall thatms and
md are both negative numbers. In the language of the s
dard non-relativistic quark model, this requirement impli
that the constituent mass of thed quark must be larger than
that of the s quark, an obviously untenable conclusio
Meanwhile, according to@6–8#, the inclusion of Goldstone
boson loops only slightly changes the value ofR. Cloetet al.
@9# have very recently developed ‘‘chiral phenomenology’’
refine the simplest quark model, and have reported t
partly due to the Goldstone-boson cloud,R can be increased
from R50.8 ~the simplest quark-model value! to R50.99.
Yet this latest result still leaves unexplained the experime
fact, umJ2u.umLu.

We now discuss the role ofĴi j
(2) in the J-L puzzle. The

origin of Ĵi j
(2) is analogous to that of the nuclear exchan

current due to a nucleon ‘‘Z graph,’’ which arises from
relativistic correction to the nucleon propagator. It is w
known in nuclear physics that the nucleon Z graph give s
nificant contributions to electroweak observables of nucle
Z graph relevant toĴi j

(2) involves gluon exchange and quar

antiquark excitation, as depicted in Fig. 1. We note thatĴi j
(2)

contributing to the baryon magnetic moment is essentia
determined byVqq(spin-spin) arising from gluon exchange
and that the strength ofVqq(spin-spin) can be monitored b
the octet-decuplet mass splitting~e.g., theN-D mass differ-
ence!. To show the effects ofĴi j

(2) explicitly, we use here the
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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results obtained in the cloudy bag or chiral bag model. A
cording to @6,7#, the inclusion of theĴi j

(2) contribution
changesmL andmJ as

mL5ms1
1

3
G and mJ25

4

3
ms2

1

3
md2

2

3
G, ~2!

where G.0.2 nm. Thus the addition of theĴi j
(2) contribu-

tions gives a natural explanation of the inequality:umLu
,umJ2u.

The Ĵi j
(2) contributions affect the magnetic moments of t

other baryons as well. We show here that theĴi j
(2) contribu-

tion is also helpful to resolve the ‘‘S-L problem,’’ a problem
first pointed out by Lipkin@10# and further discussed b
Thomas and Krein@1#. Consider the magnetic moment rat
R8 defined by

R8[
mS112mS2

mL
. ~3!

The naive ‘‘additive’’ quark model givesR8521, in
glaring disagreement with the experimental value,R8.
20.23 @10#. Thomas and Krein have made a detailed stu
of the Goldstone-boson~pion! contributions toR8, using chi-
ral perturbation theory as well as chiral quark models, a
emphasized the importance of a proper treatment of the
onic contributions. The leading non-analytic expression
the pion-loop corrections was found to changeR8 signifi-
cantly. We show here that there are additional important c
tributions fromĴi j

(2) and that these two effects combined le
to a dramatic reduction ofuR8u. Here again we demonstrat
our point using the results obtained in the cloudy bag mo
@6,7#. When the contributions from the Goldstone bos
cloud andĴi j

(2) are included,R8 is given as

R85

4

3
mu2

1

3
ms1

1

2
dmp12S 4

3
md2

1

3
ms2

1

2
dmp2

2

3
GD

ms1
1

3
G

~4!

.~21!S 11
1

2

dmp

ms
1

4

3

G

ms
D S 12

G

3ms
1••• D .

FIG. 1. Illustration of the effective two-quark spin-spin correl
tion mediated by an effective gluon exchange between the
quarks. The top vertex is the photon quark vertex.
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Here dmp50.59 nm @6# is the contribution from the pion-

loop corrections andG50.2 nm representing theĴi j
(2) contri-

bution has already appeared in Eq.~2!. The value ofG/ms

consistent with Eq.~1! is G/ms.21/3. Equation~4! shows

that bothĴi j
(2) and the pion-cloud contributions substantia

reduce the magnitude ofR8, and their combined effects es
sentially resolve the ‘‘S-L problem.’’

For the nucleon magnetic moments, the pion cloud c
tribution is an isovector contribution and hence cannot
plain the observed valuemn /mp;22/3. It has been demon

strated@6,7# that the inclusion of theĴi j
(2) contributions leads

to the observed value ofmn /mp .

As mentioned, the effects ofĴi j
(2) can appear in weak

interation observables as well. As an example, we discuss
ratio

R9[
gA /gV~S2→n!

gA /gV~L→p!
, ~5!

where gA /gV(S2→n) and gA /gV(L→p) are determined
from measurements of the semileptonic decays of theS2

and L particles. Experimentally,R9520.47360.026,
whereas the additive quark model givesR9521/3. Lipkin
@10# discussed this problem in combination with the abov
mentioned ‘‘R8 problem,’’ and stressed that it is impossib
to simultaneously explain the observed values ofR8 andR9.
The argument in@10#, however, is based on the essent
assumption that thes- to u-quark conversion can be de
scribed in the simplest ‘‘additive’’ quark picture. We ther
fore examine here to what extent theĴi j

(2) current changesR9
from the naive additive quark model value. According
cloudy bag calculations@6,7#, the Ĵi j

(2) current changesR9 as

R952
1

3
22

G8

B8
.20.47. ~6!

In the model used here, wherein the quarks are relativi
(mu5md.10 MeV), the ratiogA /gV depends on the two
integralsB8 and G8 involving the quark wave functions o
the baryons; these wave function were calculated in R
@11#. The term withG8 is the contribution ofĴi j

(2) @6#. It is
found that this contribution changesR9 in the right direction
and can explain the experimental value ofR9. Thus, what
was presented as a serious problem in Ref.@10# can be easily
resolved by including the chiral corrections due to the p
cloud and the correction due to theĴi j

(2) current.
We have shown in this paper the insufficiency of the na

‘‘additive’’ quark models. TheĴi j
(2) current presented her

gives important contributions to both the baryon magne
moments and the hyperon beta decays. It should be n
that Ĵi j

(2) also gives an important contribution to the nucle

o
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spin content@12# and leads to the result consistent with t
Bjorken sum rule. In conclusion, both the Goldstone-bos

loop corrections andĴi j
(2) contributions play a significant role

in resolving the outstanding puzzles regarding baryonic e
,

-
mo
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troweak observables, a feature indicating the importance
quark-quark spin-spin correlations inside baryons.
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